SYLLABUS FOR PG ADMISSION TEST

PSYCHOLOGY

For candidates with a background in PSYCHOLOGY—

General Psychology: Scope of Psychology and Methods, Systems and Theories in Psychology, Physiological Basis of Behaviour, Self and Personality, Perception, Intelligence, Thinking and Language, Learning, Memory, Motivation


Research Methods: Scientific Research: Paradigms and Rigour; Quantitative Research (Hypothesis Testing, Methods and Designs, Psychometrics); Qualitative Research (Paradigms and Methodologies, Types of Methodologies, Criteria of Rigour)

Statistics in Psychology: Descriptive and Inferential Statistics used in behavioural sciences

For candidates with no background in PSYCHOLOGY—

General Psychology: Scope of Psychology and Methods, Systems and Theories in Psychology, Physiological Basis of Behaviour, Self and Personality, Perception, Intelligence, Thinking and Language, Learning, Memory, Motivation

Research Methods: Scientific Research: Paradigms and Rigour; Quantitative Research (Hypothesis Testing, Methods and Designs, Psychometrics); Qualitative Research (Paradigms and Methodologies, Types of Methodologies, Criteria of Rigour)

Statistics in Psychology: Descriptive and Inferential Statistics used in behavioural sciences

Suggested readings: